
   

 

 
3D printing in the Port of Rotterdam 
-innovating marine business 
 

Rotterdam, 2 July 2015 – Is 3D printing just a hype? Or is it really possible to print spare parts for ships 
that can actually withstand the requirements set for the often "rough" working practice?  
This question is to be answered by the project "3D printing of maritime spare parts". "27 marine related 
companies have formed a consortium initiated by InnovationQuarters in close cooperation with 
Havenbedrijf Rotterdam and RDM Makerspace. AEGIR-Marine is one of the participants. 
Today, the consortium agreement has been signed by all participating companies.  
 

Will 3D printing give us solutions that we can use and apply? 
The 27 participating companies contribute financially and by sharing their expertise. In anticipation of the 
pilot’s official start, they selected 30 possible spares. From these parts, 4 spare parts were chosen for 
actual 3D print production. The printing will be done in July/August. Testing will take place in September. 
Robert van Herwaarden (General Manager AEGIR-Marine Production): “Innovation is one of our priorities 
and we were already exploring 3D printing for our business. Joining this consortium was, therefore, a 
natural thing to do. I found that the selection of the final 4 products was a learning process by itself. What 
can be 3D printed? When is it profitable and what are the benefits.” 
 

Testing 3D spares: equally important 
The consortium will test the newly produced spare parts in September to determine whether these "new" 
spares live up to the requirements that everyday practice demands.   
In addition, the partners will build a database of products suitable for 3D printing. Be it now or in the 
future. This database will provide a guide for marine companies when selecting materials and 
manufacturing and machining methods.  
This project will yield a list of possibilities and advantages of 3D printing and offers the participants not 
only knowledge but also the possibility to actually deploy this new technology for their company.     

 
Presentation of the 3D printed spares 
The first results and the 3D-printed spare parts will be presented at the 
Rotterdam Port Days (early September). The final results will be presented 
during the 3D Print Conference in Rotterdam. This is scheduled for autumn 
2015. 
 
 
 

 
 
About InnovationQuarter  
InnovationQuarter is the regional development agency for the Dutch province of Zuid-Holland. 
InnovationQuarter finances innovative and fast growing companies and assists foreign companies settling 
in the area. They organize the collaboration between innovative entrepreneurs, research institutions and 
the government. This ensures that InnovationQuarter can develop the province of Zuid-Holland together 
with business to be one of Europe’s most innovative regions. 



   

 

 
About AEGIR-Marine BV 
In the 15 years of its existence, AEGIR-Marine has developed into a major player in the 
international marine industry. AEGIR-Marine is also a manufacturer of propulsion parts in 
addition to being an independent propulsion service provider.  
AEGIR-Marine produces stern tube seals, bearings and shaft seals that are suitable for all major 
propulsion systems. Today, AEGIR-Marine PRIME is a well-known class approved brand for 
spare parts. However, AEGIR-Marine’s main focus is and always has been service; worldwide 
service for stern tube seals and propulsion systems. 
AEGIR-Marine has its headquarters in the Netherlands, but has offices and agencies 
worldwide. 
 
For more information please contact: 
 
InnovationQuarter 
Jacqueline Schardijn 
Project Developer 
+31 6 1222 86 29 
jacqueline.schardijn@innovationquarter.nl    
www.innovationquarter.nl 
 
AEGIR-Marine 
Robert van Herwaarden 
r.vanherwaarden@aegirmarine.com 
+31 343 432 509  
www.aegirmarine.com 
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